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THINGS TO READ,
WATCH, AND LISTEN TO

  READING LIST

To Kill a Mockingbird - Harper Lee

Tuesdays with Morrie - Mitch Albom

Norwegian Wood - Haruki Murakami

It’s Easy to Be You - Radhika Kawlra Singh

The Authenticity Project - Clare Pooley

A Gentleman in Moscow - Amor Towles

The Switch - Anthony Horowitz 

And Then There Were None - Agatha Christie
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   PLAYLIST

The Night We Met - Lurd Huron

Scared - Jeremy Zucker 

Ivy - Frank Ocean

 Let Her Go - Passenger 

Nights - Frank Ocean

Come thru - Jeremy Zucker

Right My Wrongs - Bryson Tiller

Talk Is Overrated - Jeremy Zucker ft. Blackbear
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   MOVIES TO WATCH

Bride Wars 

Interstellar 

Forrest Gump

Pulp Fiction

Knives Out 

Call Me By Your Name

The Shawshank Redemption 

Inception
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By Manya Pratap Singh



A DILUTED
OCEAN
A poem by Palak Jolly

The sea engulfed the setting sun

Into its amoebic expanse, reflecting

The light it absorbed upon the vastness

Of the sky and one observing,

Engrossed eye, that endured the

Sheer radius of the fluid land.

Within the wilderness of 

This might, the nimblest ear

Also picked upon the sounds of the sea-

Deep beyond the waves that swished

and splayed,

The whisperings of finned creatures,

That flew through their briny theme, 

And looked towards the murderer of

their kind,

Wishing their water upon me-

But I stood, living in what should have

been,

A long forgotten, nightmarish dream. 
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As the water gushes against my feet,

its cool and scintillating flow continues

to rush down the stream with extreme

passion. The mesmerising flow of

water and its vast blue body triggers a

mood of serenity and calmness. The

beauty of nature unfolds in its waters.

The tiny fish dart at my feet as I dip

them into the cold melting waters of

the glaciers, coming from its heavenly

abode. Several slippery pebbles of flat,

pointed, narrow and broad sizes and

dull and off-white colours emerged

from the tinted waters as I continued

walking through the icy stream. The

water beckons invitingly as the

solitude and the isolation of the place

entices me to answer its call. The rapid

flow of the water is clear but slightly

tinted as it gushes over its muddy bed.

AN AFTERNOON AT UMNGOT
A short story by Maanya Pagare
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Several pine trees stand naked and barren , along the stream , awaiting

spring and the lush greenery that comes with it . Their thin branches

extend and form a faint brown haze that settles slightly above the

stream . The tannish hills , covered with wide-spread , dense , dark green

forests provide a background to the entire scenery . Their size and

grandeur make the entire experience of viewing this landscape

nothing less than visually pleasing . 



The external chill of this place is

overpowered by its internal

warmth. Its calm yet bustling,

not with people, but with

nature: fishes going in different

directions, ants gathering food

and various birds, settled deep

down in the forest, chirping

sweet melodies. But,

surprisingly,  it is not just the

fauna that makes this place

bustling: the noise of water

gushing down the rocks, the

mysterious way in which the

mountains are perched so

magnificently at the back and

the light swaying of the trees

with the soft, cool and

humming breeze all add to its

ever so eventful aura.

The area may seem isolated,

secluded or perhaps a bit eerie,

but the unpolluted and

unfettered joy of life evokes a

feeling of harmony and

indescribable awe.
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The name of our campaign is ‘Food for Plastic.’ We

visit certain sites, and with the help of locals and

volunteers, help clean it by removing plastic waste

from there. Food grains are distributed to everyone

in exchange for plastic waste, which is then sent

for repurpose. This is an initiative started in

Gurgaon by Euronics Industries association with

the Municipal Corporation of Gurugram (MCG). This

initiative was flagged on 17th September 2019 by

the Joint-Commissioner of the MCG, Mr. Inderjeet

Kularia and his team. This is to take forward the

Plastic Waste Free Campaign (Swachhta Hi Seva

2019) announced by our respected Prime Minister,

Mr. Narendra Modi. We also educate the locals,

working with us, about using different alternatives

to plastic and maintaining a plastic – free

environment by collecting waste in their areas and

giving them to us for repurposing. We have also

received the swactha award by the MCG for our

work. Since we cannot hold any plastic collection

drives due to the corona virus pandemic, We are

distributing food stamps to the people in need,

without asking for any plastic. We hope to expand

by partnering up with the school and getting the

students and teachers involved.

FOOD FOR
PLASTIC

A social initiative by Vansh Jain
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The most effective way up here

To counteract the increased time in front of a screen both on and off

the clock, look for ways that you can take the low-tech route. Read a

book, play a sport (either individually or while social distancing) or do

some work. Anytime you can reasonably choose a physical option

over a digital one, take it. Stepping away from a computer not only

offers a digital break, but also helps you become more creative.

Coronavirus lockdowns have us isolating

in our homes and racking up screen time.

Hours we usually spend in cars, shopping

malls or with friends are now spent

indoors - in front of our TVs, computers

and smartphones. This is extremely

harmful for young eyes. Dialing down

screen time is important to help reduce

symptoms of digital eye strain, including

headaches, tired eyes and blurry vision.

Less screen time can help now and in the

months and years ahead.

5 WAYS TO REDUCE SCREEN TIME

DON’T RELY ON VIDEO CALLING APPS
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Zoom and other video chat apps are wonderful tools when you are

trying to get as close as possible to replicating in-person interactions.

But during this lockdown, try to limit some interactions to phone

calls or emails because 2 hour video calls are not going to please

your eyes.

By Vansh Jain 
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DON’T CHARGE YOUR DEVICES NEXT TO YOU

Don’t charge your phone next to your bed as it will tempt you to

check for messages or even the time if you wake during the night.

Looking at your phone's screen just before bed has been shown to

disrupt the sleep patterns of some people too.

EAT YOUR MEALS WITHOUT A SCREEN

It is not necessary to watch a YouTube video on your phone or to watch

Netflix on your TV while eating a meal. Use that time to bond with your

families: discuss how your days went, share your views on some topics

and have a nice time. This will give you a nice break from the screen

and help you get closer to the ones you love.

TURN ON SCREEN-TIME RESTRICTIONS

Many devices nowadays come with in-built applications to help you

limit your screen time. Make full use of them. Place limits on use on apps

and websites so that you do not use them excessively even if you want

to. This could be the most efficient way to reduce your screen-time as it

would also help you control yourself.



Program to assist and teach older citizens of the

Helpage India organisation to be able to operate

their electronic devices and the Internet in the

current situation of COVID 19. Especially with the

new normal, we must all adapt to the increasing

need for knowledge on how to use the internet to

do minimal tasks like watching a movie online or

ordering groceries. A group of 2-3 students were

assigned to an elderly, to help navigate their way

through the uncharted territory of the digital world.

Some of the elders had some knowledge of the

basics like emailing, creating documents or

PowerPoint presentations, but others needed extra

guidance. The students were expected to teach the

elders to operate the Zoom application to be able

to virtually connect with family members or friends

at a time when physically meeting people was no

longer an option. The students catered to the needs

of each individual elderly and ensured that all the

lessons taught were understood. The program was

only for a duration of a couple of weeks but left

theelderly feeling empowered and confident in

being able to work on their laptops or phones with

ease. This experience was to be recorded and

reflected upon by the students. All of us students

are extremely grateful to have received an

opportunity like this to help and implement the

skills we know about using the internet.

SILVER SURFERS
PROGRAMME 
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By Jannat Baswani 



THE ePROJECT

A social initiative by Zarah Gulri
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The eProject is a social initiative which aims

to help students from underprivileged

families during the pandemic. We collect

idle devices to help underprivileged families

adapt to the current circumstances.

Moreover, by reusing idle devices, we are

reducing our environmental impact. As of

now we have been able to give out 16

tablets to 16 families in New Delhi.

WEAR2CARE

A social initiative by Manya Pratap Singh

Wear2Care is an initiative which works to

distribute washable face masks, by reaching

out to the underprivileged such as daily wage

labourers and the homeless during these

crucial times amidst the Covid-19 pandemic.

It partnered up with different organizations

such as the Happiness Foundation, Salaam

Balak Trust & C3 which have an established

distribution network in order to gain a wider

reach.  These masks are made of excess fabric

leftover clothes manufacturing units and

boutiques instead of non-biodegradable

materials. It was  focused on sustainability

while providing the masses with a preventive

health gear to battle the spread of Corona.



On the 18th of August, our CAS Supervisors organised an enriching

Yoga session online, with the assistance of Amit Sir. The session

began with Amit Sir explaining to us the basics and origins of

Yoga. Many of us had switched on our cameras to participate and

follow the instructions given my sir. We started with basic

stretches and as abs to open up our bodies. Sir demonstrated

many of the asanas, some new and some old, to include some

physical activities in our monotonous daily routines. Students had

the option of doing the exercises on the spot and record

themselves for CAS reflections, or replicate the session at suitable

time for the students. Many students chose to take part in the

session then and there, they switched on their cameras and

followed the instructions sir gave.After the asnans, sir guided us

through a meditation to calm our minds and bodies after a long

and tiring school day. The guided meditation allowed students to

not pay attention to the small distractions that most us get caught

up in, sometimes even unknowingly. After 5 minutes of serenity, sir

focused on breathing and the importance of breathing correctly.

He made us do various  breathing techniques like pranayama,

basic breathing  awareness etc. These techniques are very helpful

in calming down and reaching a more relaxed state. The session

ended shortly, but left its effect till much longer. The peaceful

environment created helped the students and teachers leaving

the session in a better state of mind than when the session began.

The session overall was a good change of pace and something

that students needed. I am glad that the CAS Supervisors made

the decision to continue these CAS Yoga sessions. As an avid yogi, I

had a great time being part of this session and learning new

techniques.

ONLINE CAS YOGA 
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By Jannat Baswani 



COVID-19 CROSSWORD
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ACROSS
1. Essential before leaving the house 

4. Mandatory distance between        s  

people in public 

5. Indian government scheme to

prevent COVID cases 

9. Something people have to do

when they are infected 

10. The city where COVID-19 started

DOWN
2. A protocol to follow when in

public areas 

3. Full name of COVID-19 

6. COVID is highly _____ 

7. One of the first symptoms of

COVID-19 

8. Try not to touch your _____

By Aadit Vaish



By Khushi Gupta 

Back in may, the school organised

a three day culinary workshop for

students with Chef Utkarsh Bhalla.

The sessions, on salads and

sandwiches, breakfast, dips and

salsas, happened over teams

meeting for the entire grade of IB

1. The entire grade went into these

workshops with varying prior

experience in regards to cooking,

and varying levels of interest, but

the one thing we all had in

common was a severe lack of the

ingredients required which of

course meant a lot of

improvisation. Whether we were

substituting yogurt for eggs,

coconut milk powder for regular

milk powder or simply ignoring the

need for dried cranberries and

apricots in the fruit and nut salad,

we all made changes and

sometimes even messed up.

 

CULINARY
WORKSHOP 
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Even though this was meant as

a CAS experience , I think each

student took away a lot more .

Some might make those dishes

again while some might ’ve just

learnt how to separate eggs .

Cooking at home has been

quite an integral part of the

quarantine experience and we

learnt to make dishes we never

would ’ve otherwise . Papaya and

orange smoothies , pineapple

and mint dips and mushroom 



 and onion paninins were just some of the creative dishes we learnt to

cook and mostly everything had easy-to-follow recipes. We still went

wrong in places though, after all it was our first time cooking for some of

us, how was I supposed to know that the blender won’t mix in big chunks

of papaya?  But overall, we had an incredible time learning an interesting

skill under the expert guidance of Mr. Utkarsh Bhalla. 
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HEAR FROM SOME OTHER STUDENTS

“This workshop not only taught me simple dishes that I can make

when I feel hungry, but it also taught me how to experiment with

spices and vegetables, helping me to hone my previously nonexistent

cooking skills. All in all, it was a fun experience with chef Utkarsh, and I

hope to attend another such webinar!”

“He taught us really healthy recipes and stuff that you can make. This

would be really useful for college.”

“The students followed along in their own kitchens as the chef

whipped up a variety of delectable dishes such as paninis, dips, and

salads. Over the course of 3 classes, chef covered multiple cuisines and

courses, and we are proud to say that the students of IB 1 have gained

an essential life skill while having a blast.”



CREDITS
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